
Happy Easter. We have had a busy and productive early spring. The roof on the clubhouse 

is complete and the wall painting is progressing nicely. Our landscaped areas are looking 

better each day. Many thanks to our new lawn service, Rado, for making that happen. At 

the last board meeting we approved a repaint of the banquet room at the clubhouse. This 

work will fix and repaint the ceiling and give the banquet room a more modern and clean 

look. Many thanks to Rich Ruland for taking the lead and getting all the bids for board 

review. Our new look front entry landscaping design was approved at the last board 

meeting. We are currently working with the designer on new signage for the front entry as 

well. This should be finalized this month and approved at our next board meeting. 

Let’s talk parking for a minute. The deed restrictions we all agreed to when we purchased 

here state in section 7 that “Parking is permitted on impervious surfaces only, including, but 

not limited to, driveways, roadways, and parking lots. Parking shall not be permitted on 

sidewalks. Additionally, notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, no 

vehicles of any kind or description shall be parked anywhere on a publicly-dedicated or 

private street or right-of-way or on the Common Areas for a period of time exceeding twelve 

(12) hours.”  

What this means is you are never allowed to park on the grass anywhere. It also means that 

if you park in the driveway, you cannot obstruct (park across) the sidewalk in front of your 

home. And finally, if you street park you are limited to a 12 hour time frame. What we really 

need here is cooperation from all our owners in maintaining this deed restriction. We do not 

have a “parking patrol”. The board has instructed property management to keep a close eye 

on parking across sidewalks during her weekly inspections. Homes not in compliance will 

be cited. The board will also be reviewing this section of our documents for possible 

changes. 

Your HOA board understands that some owners are frustrated and need to express 

disappointment on what your volunteer board does and the decisions we make. However, 

Social media like Next Door is not a good place to express frustration or make caustic 

statements about board members or what they perceive as problems in the community. 

These social media platforms are completely and entirely available for non Pristine Place 

members to view, form an opinion on, and track the comments. This negative social media 

interaction has a direct cost to each homeowner in terms of decreased sales and property 

value stagnation. Positive comments tend to have the exact opposite result, higher home 

value and better sales. Can we please just stop. If you have a comment, thought or 

concern, please try using the email address provided for that purpose: 

pristineplcomments@gmail.com. This address is monitored and reviewed on a daily basis 

and an answer normally provided in 24 hours. 

Many thanks to all our hard working volunteers. Please keep up your good work. If you’d 

like to help us get better and maintain our beautiful property, please contact any board 

member. 


